
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Curriculum Intent 
In Religious Education, pupils enter into a rich discourse about the religious and non-religious traditions 
that have shaped Great Britain and the world. RE enables pupils to take their place within a diverse multi-
religious and multi-secular society. 
At Broughton, the RE curriculum is both intellectually challenging and personally enriching. It gives pupils 
the opportunity to see the religion and non-religion in the world, and the opportunity to make sense of 
their own place in that world. 
Our intent for RE at Broughton is to provide a rigorous academic curriculum that is ambitious, challenging, 
enriching and inclusive.  This reflects the whole school curriculum intent to encourage high aspirations and 
enable all pupils to experience the joy of success and achieving together.  
 
Our intent for RE reflects that of the Lancashire Agreed Syllabus which is 'to support pupils' personal search 
for meaning by engaging enquiry into the question 'what does it mean to be human?' through exploring 
answers offered by religion and belief. 
We provide an academic RE curriculum that enables and encourages pupils to hold balanced and informed 
conversations about religion and worldviews.   
 
Religious Education enables pupils to: 
• Learn about the religions and world views which have influenced millions of people and heavily 

influenced the development of different human cultures. 
• Apply academic skills such as analysis and critical thinking, to their approach to the study of religion. 
• Learn more about themselves and their place in the world through an academic exploration of religions 

and world views. 
Religious Education helps pupils to: 
• Understand the nature, role and influence of religion in the world. 
• Formulate reasoned argument and handle controversial issues and conflicting 

truth claims. 
• Approach sensitively and respectfully the beliefs and behaviours of others, so 

that they can make informed contributions to discussions about religious, 
philosophical and ethical issues suitable for the public sphere. 

 

The study of religious and non-religious worldviews is a core component of a well-rounded academic 
education. This has long been recognised as essential in Britain. Indeed, one could argue that it is more 
important now than ever. Young people today are growing up in a world where there is increasing 
awareness of the diversity of religious and non-religious worldviews, and they will need to live and 
work well with people with very different worldviews from themselves. One need only glance at a 
newspaper to know that it is impossible to fully understand the world without understanding 
worldviews.” 

(Religion and Worldviews: A national plan for RE 2018) 

                              RELIGIOUS EDUCATION CURRICULUM STATEMENT 



 

RE has an important role to play in promoting SMSC and the fundamental British 
Values within our school and this is built into our curriculum planning. RE 
contributes to pupils’ personal development by promoting mutual respect and 
tolerance in a diverse society.  Studying RE helps develop a knowledge and 
understanding of the beliefs and values which have shaped the world we live in 
and continue to have an important influence on individuals and communities. It 
provokes challenging questions about the ultimate meaning and purpose of 
human life, beliefs about God, the self, and the nature of reality, issues of right 
and wrong, and what it means to be human. 

As part of the RE curriculum, pupils learn about the influence that religion and 
philosophy has had on culture. They are introduced to the best that has been 
thought and said through studying the work of various philosophers and through learning about the stories 
from religious scriptures that have influenced music, art and literature throughout the world. In this way, 
RE makes a substantive contribution to the development of cultural capital. 
 
The RE curriculum is planned to develop knowledge and understanding of religious beliefs, teachings and 
practices. Pupils have opportunities to develop their religious literacy and to master the skills needed to 
analyse and interpret expressions of faith. The core beliefs and teachings of the religions studied spiral 
through the curriculum so that pupils develop a depth of understanding over time.  
The planning and delivery of RE aims to young people to understand the narrative of the religion as 
opposed to a collection of sayings and generalisations. 
 
We have a clear plan for what pupils should know and be able to do in RE by the end of KS3. Pupils are 
expected to be able to talk and write knowledgeably about religious and non-religious beliefs and values, 
using subject specific language accurately and confidently.  They should know how to utilise RE specific 
skills such as making links between beliefs, teachings and practices; analysing and interpreting religious 
texts and understanding symbolism in images, actions and metaphorical language. The RE curriculum is 
coherently planned and sequenced over 5 years to ensure that each pupil has the relevant knowledge and 
skills to engage in respectful dialogue about religious, philosophical and ethical issues.  
 

 
Implementation of the Curriculum 
 
Key Stage 3: 
In Year 7, pupils have 2 hours per week of RE.  In Years 8 and 9 pupils have 4 hours of RE over a three-week 
timetable (one hour per week, plus an additional hour once every 3 weeks).  These lessons are delivered by 
specialist RE teachers. 
 
The 6 main world religions and non-religious beliefs such as Humanism are covered in KS3 RE, but not all in 
the same amount of depth. The intention is that pupils will encounter the beliefs and values of the major 
religions and non-religious world-views at some point in KS3, but will have opportunities to revisit their 
learning about Christianity, Islam and Hinduism in order to build on and deepen their knowledge and 
understanding of these religious traditions. Some units are taught as a discrete study of a religion; others 
are taught thematically in order to pull together learning, revisit content in a new context and consider the 
bigger picture of what is meant by religion and world-views. 
In Key Stage three, curriculum planning and delivery is in line with the Lancashire Agreed Syllabus field of 
enquiry. Each unit is centred around an enquiry question which reflects a big question (religious, 
philosophical, ethical or sociological). Pupils are encouraged to develop their own world views and values 
through reflecting on their own personal meaning, purpose and truth. 
 
We have designed a curriculum which is knowledge rich, including both substantive and disciplinary 
knowledge. Substantive knowledge is the subject content of RE – the beliefs of a religious community, the 
sacred texts, places of worship, key concepts and values etc. Disciplinary knowledge is viewed as the tools 
and methods used to explore a particular subject. In RE, this includes the different approaches that may be 
taken in an academic study of religion and worldviews, including those used in theology, philosophy and 
social science. This helps to frame learning and encourages pupils to develop scholarship in RE. 



 

The RE curriculum provides numerous opportunities for pupils to consider and reflect on their own beliefs 
and values. RE should develop an awareness of a personal worldview or ‘personal knowledge’ through an 
exploration and discussion of the substantive knowledge.  
 
 
These three strands of knowledge are not artificially separated from one another. The curriculum is 
planned and delivered so that pupils learn the disciplinary and personal knowledge within the context of 
learning the substantive knowledge. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Stage 4: 
All GCSE classes are taught by subject specialists and have 2 hours a week in Y10, 3 hours in Y11 or vice 
versa.   
This model means that pupils receive 5% of curriculum time in KS3 and that the GCSE course meets to 
minimum requirements of 120 hours of teaching time in order to deliver the specification. 
 
RS is an optional GCSE subject for years 10 and 11. Pupils who do not opt to study RS at GCSE level have a 
combined RE/PSHE (RESPECT) lesson once a week throughout KS4. This reflects our commitment to 
ensuring that all pupils receive their entitlement to RE, including those who do not opt to study it as a 
GCSE.  
 
The KS4 core RE curriculum is delivered as part of a combined RE and PSHE programme entitled ‘RESPECT’.  
This curriculum is carefully planned to ensure that all pupils continue to build on and deepen their 
knowledge and understanding of religions and world views. This curriculum makes a significant 
contribution to the teaching of British Values, Citizenship, cultural capital, social cohesion and literacy. This 
course aims to enable pupils to understand some of the religious, philosophical and ethical issues in 
contemporary society. As in KS3, the core RE programme includes opportunities for pupils to encounter 
other religious and non-religious world-views to provide a broad and balanced curriculum for all. 
 

 

substantive knowledge 
 

This concerns the subject 
content being studied – the 

beliefs and values, truth claims, 
teachings, practices and 

traditions of the individual or 
community. 

disciplinary knowledge 
 

This concerns the different 
academic tools and disciplinary 

lenses that may be used to 
study the substantive 

knowledge (eg. theology, 
religious studies sociology, 

philosophy). 

personal knowledge 
 

This concerns the awareness of 
a personal worldview which 
impacts on assumptions and 

perspectives towards the 
substantive knowledge. This 
involves an increased self-

awareness of personal meaning 
and values. 



 

Ambition for all  
The RE curriculum at Broughton High School is wholly inclusive, 
providing all pupils with opportunities to ‘achieve together’ and 
enjoy academic success. There is an ethos of high ambition for 
all. 
 
All pupils, including those with SEND, experience the full RE 
curriculum, with additional support and adaptation where 
needed, to enable them to achieve their very best. Pupils with 
SEND might be supported through the use of word banks, 
writing frames, scaffolding of tasks into small steps and through 
one-to-one support from a learning support assistant.  
 
 
 
Impact 
 
Religious Studies is both a popular and successful GCSE at Broughton. Outcomes in RS have historically 
been excellent and RS results at Broughton continue to be considerably higher than national and local 
averages. Many pupils enjoy the GCSE course and go on to study it at A Level. 
 
Feedback from the most recent pupil voice surveys indicates that the curriculum intent is successful.                        
Pupils said that they enjoyed learning ‘lots of new facts’ in RE and ‘getting involved in debates’. They feel 
that they make good progress in RE and that this is evident through teacher feedback, improved test score 
and ‘being able to take part in a discussion and know what you’re talking about’. Pupils feel that they have 
an opportunity to speak and express an opinion without fear of ridicule or any sense of embarrassment.  
One of the strengths of RE lessons at Broughton is the quality of class discussion, reflection, deep thinking 
and respectful dialogue in all lessons. 
  
 
 

All children need to acquire core 
knowledge and understanding of the 

beliefs and practices of the religions and 
worldviews which not only shape their 

history and culture, but which guide their 
own development. The modern world 

needs young people who are sufficiently 
confident in their own beliefs and values 
that they can respect the religious and 

cultural differences of others and 
contribute to a cohesive and 

compassionate society.” 
 


